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Play-along with the best-known selections from the first five movies in the Harry Potter series! String

books include a play-along CD with a backing and performance track for each title as well as a

pull-out piano part. Titles include: Hedwig's Theme * Harry's Wondrous World * Nimbus 2000 *

Fawkes The Phoenix * Double Trouble * A Window to the Past * Hogwarts' March * Hogwarts'

Hymn * Professor Umbridge * Fireworks (Grade 2-3) This title is available in SmartMusic.
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I bought this book for my 9 year old daughter who plays violin and I accompany her on the piano.

Being the Harry Potter fan( books, movies etc), she really enjoys the music. Her favorites are

Hedwig's Theme, Professor Umbridge and Fireworks.

The sheet music has the piano music and a removable violin part. Both are very extensive songs,

so be aware if you are a beginner. My violin teacher was happy to see fun music instead of more

"mary had a little lamb". Anyway, I'm please ^.^

My brother absolutely loves it! He said it was a level higher than a beginner's level, but he's learning

as he goes! He told me that because of his instructor and teacher are helping him to learn to play

the song and managed to do over a minute playing so far since he got this. He was thrilled. Oh, and



he told me he started to play with the piano in class while waiting for the bells to go off and everyone

turned quiet on him when he was playing it. They were surprised how well he played and he was

proud! It certainly boosts his different choices to pick from and not limited to classic and beginner to

play. He had come a long way over a year now and I'm proud to buy something he's passionate

about and that's playing piano and Harry Potter! You can't beat that! If your kid is learning and

pasted a beginner's level and loves Harry Potter as a fan, this is perfect for them and perfect way to

get them to improve within a month or two.

I was also diaspointed to see that this book is mainly piano music with a removable portion of violin

music. The photo of this item is the exact copy that I recieved while the title of the item makes it

seem like it is mainly violin music. The item should be more carefully labeled.

I strongly recommend this book to all music players who want to be converted even more into the

Harry Potter world! A warning is that the actual book is for piano and is a bit more advance. The

violin part is removable and is quite nice!

Nice selection of music, but would have liked finger and bow positions for all the notes, so a student

could work ahead of their lessons.

I was a little disappointed by this book. The music pieces are great, but I ordered this book because

I play cello and it's for string instruments. Which is why I was surprised when I opened it and

discovered that the nice color cover was for the piano accompaniment while the string music was a

photocopy like pullout.

My daughter loves playing this, as well as listening to the cd while doing her homework. She plays

the violin, and this music book is a good addition to her nightly practice.
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